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1. INTRODUCTION

This article reports on the design, development, and evaluation of cooperative learning materials for an introductory programming course (CS1). Students using these materials work in small groups on problems that are designed to focus attention on key concepts of programming and problem solving. Group members are assigned specific roles in order to highlight important concepts and to enhance the overall functioning of the group.

As the groups work, the instructor notes problem-solving strategies employed by the students and synthesizes these strategies into a debriefing session. During this debriefing, students are motivated (because of the group experience) to understand
what they did correctly and what misconceptions they had in their solution strategies. Thus, the debriefing works in tandem with the cooperative learning tasks to help students improve their understanding and their problem-solving abilities.

The next section of this article gives a brief introduction to the principles and educational theory on which cooperative learning is based. This is followed by a discussion of previous uses of cooperative learning in the teaching of scientific and technical topics, highlighting the ways in which our approach differs from these previous efforts. The remaining sections contain more detailed descriptions of the design of our instructional materials, the methodology used in our educational research studies, and the results obtained. Finally, we present conclusions and practical suggestions for readers who may want to implement this approach in their own classes.

Some of the preliminary work in this project has already been described in Beck and Chizhik [2008] and Beck et al. [2005]. However, all of the research data and analyses reported in this article are new.

2. COOPERATIVE LEARNING PRINCIPLES

Conceptual learning is the primary goal behind the use of collaborative group techniques. Research in the field of education shows that collaborative group work can facilitate learning. The instructor plays a key role in this process, by preparing students for quality interactions, structuring tasks to involve all group members, forming groups to maximize high-level discourse among group members, prompting groups to engage in quality interactions during group work, and structuring debriefing sessions to link group work to learning objectives [Webb 2009]. Importantly, each of the aforementioned variables affects learning to the extent that it promotes or hinders high-level verbal interaction during group work as well as during the subsequent debriefing with the instructor [Nussbaum 2008]. In this introduction, we explain why high-level verbal interaction is of particular importance to learning in collaborative groups.

Collaborative groups of peers facilitate learning because students

“speak to one another on a level that they can easily understand ... they speak directly to one another ... they take the feedback of another [student] seriously and are strongly motivated to reconcile contradictions between themselves and other [students] ... informational communications between [students] often are less emotionally threatening than corrective advice from an [instructor]” [Damon 1984, page 332].

In other words, collaborative groups can embody an environment in which students feel comfortable expressing their thoughts through cooperation or conflict, thereby engaging in high-level verbal interactions as they discuss pertinent subject matter with peers [Bargh and Schul 1980; Chizhik 1998, Chizhik et al. 2009; Webb 1991]. High-level verbal interactions on computer science tasks, such as the ones used in this study, may involve interchanges such as giving explanations that link solutions to significant aspects of problems, connecting prior knowledge to new information, or placing new knowledge into practice [Veenman et al. 2005]. Moreover, as students talk with each other, their ideas regarding relevant concepts of a given group task can rise to new cognitive levels, especially during cognitive conflict in groups [Chizhik et al. 2009; Nussbaum 2008; Troyer and Youngreen 2009].

As students use each others’ comments to mediate their own cognition, the collaborative process can turn into a coconstruction of ideas that the students may have not been able to achieve without social interaction [Roschelle 1996; Rogoff 1990; Vygotsky 1962]. Activity theory [Cole and Hatano 2007] suggests that skills are constructed in social interactions within cultural activities that they support. Collaborative learning, therefore, provides a social space to contextualize and situate skills within
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a community of practice [Wenger et al. 2002]. Moreover, Vygotsky [1978] established a theory of learning that suggests that higher psychological functioning (including computer programming skills) evolves in the construction of joint social activities, prior to developing into skills that can be applied to independent problem solving. These social spaces that he called “zones of proximal development” are critical for the development of complex skills. Collaborative learning harnesses social construction processes to support learners on their way to independent problem solving.

An important effect of students’ attempting to solve problems is an innate need to finish solving the problem or to find out if their solution is correct. Such cognitive perturbation is a necessity in motivation to learn [Harel and Sowder 2005], creating a fertile environment for the debriefing, a part of collaborative learning that is just as important as the group work itself.

The debriefing focuses on the learning objectives of the lesson and is led by the instructor with the whole class participating. During the debriefing, the instructor chooses particular groups to briefly share their problem-solving strategies as well as any disagreements that they may have had. As they do so, the instructor helps the whole class to evaluate plausible problem-solving strategies, and points out effective and efficient strategies used by the groups while also highlighting less effective strategies. Any disagreement or cognitive conflict in groups is a positive and important part of inquiry that establishes an impetus for motivation to learn more through scientific inquisition [Chizhik et al. 2009; Nussbaum 2008; Osborne 2010; Troyer and Youngreen 2009]. As a part of the debriefing, the instructor may include a mini-lecture to introduce a problem-solving strategy that was not employed by any of the groups. In contrast to traditional lecture, students are primed to connect all effective strategies noted by the instructor in the debriefing discussion to their own problem-solving experience during group work. Students’ motivation to complete the problem-solving process that they began in their groups leads to high-level verbal interactions in the debriefing, thereby contributing to cognitive restructuring of understandings toward learning objectives [O’Donnell 2006].

3. PREVIOUS RESEARCH INVOLVING COOPERATIVE LEARNING

This section briefly reviews the existing educational research base related to the work reported in this article, and identifies the ways in which the current project differs from previously published work.

Cooperative learning techniques have been applied with a wide variety of subject matter and a broad spectrum of populations. In general, cooperative learning involves students working together as part of a collaborative effort to understand material or complete a task [Sharan 1990, 1994; Slavin 1995]. Accumulated evidence suggests that cooperative learning results in higher student achievement, more positive attitudes toward the subject, improved student retention, and a variety of other benefits [Johnson et al. 1991; Sharan 1994; Slavin 1995]. It appears that the cooperative learning approach may be especially beneficial for women and members of underrepresented minority groups [Nelson 1996; Sandler et al. 1996; Slavin 1995; Williams et al. 2007; Yerion and Rinehart 1995]. One possible explanation for this is that cooperative learning changes the atmosphere of the classroom. When groups work on tasks that can be solved in multiple ways, there are more opportunities for all students to contribute to their group’s problem solving. This can lead to more equitable participation by minority students [Alexander et al. 2009; Chizhik 2001; Chizhik et al. 2003]. In addition, the problem-solving process becomes more supportive and less competitive. For some women and minority students (and, indeed, some members of the male majority), this may be a very positive change.
3.1. Cooperative Learning in STEM Disciplines

A number of studies have found that effective cooperative learning experiences can reduce the rate of attrition for students majoring in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM). This seems to be especially true for females and students from ethnic minority groups [Seymour and Hewitt 1997].

One STEM education initiative that deserves special mention is the Process-Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning (POGIL) project [Moog and Spencer 2008]. Students in a POGIL classroom work together in small groups on specially designed activities, with the instructor acting as a facilitator. Studies at a number of institutions have shown that the POGIL approach can lead to improved student learning and lower attrition [Hanson and Wolfskill 2000; Hinde and Kovac 2001; Lewis and Lewis 2005].

Our work has many similarities to POGIL. As in POGIL, the instructor is a leader who establishes the group norms and supports the students in learning their process-oriented roles as group members. One significant difference is in the emphasis that we place on whole-class debriefing activities following a period of group work. A typical POGIL classroom activity consists of about 5% introductory remarks from the instructor, 90% group work, and 5% closure. In POGIL, the primary pedagogical tool is for the instructor to guide the quality of interaction within each group by asking high-quality questions. While there is some evaluation in the wrap-up, the primary focus at the conclusion of the lesson is the instructor's helping the groups evaluate the quality of their interactions [Hanson 2006].

In contrast, our activities typically include about 5% introductory remarks to orient the students to the group tasks, 55% group work, and 40% debriefing, which focuses on the learning objectives of the lesson and is led by the instructor with the whole class participating. Experience and observation in the classroom suggest that this kind of whole-class discussion is an important part of the learning process [National Research Council 2005].

A number of educators have studied the use of cooperative learning techniques in computer science courses. Some of these studies are described in Chase and Okie [2000], Falkner and Palmer [2009], Gonzalez [2006], Joseph and Payne [2003], Troeger [1995], and Walker [1997]. In many cases, these efforts involve dividing students into small groups to work on programming problems or laboratory exercises. Typically, these problems or exercises are very similar to those that might be given as individual assignments in a traditional course. It is expected that students will learn from each other as they work cooperatively on an assignment; however, the assignments are not designed specifically to take advantage of the structure of the group. In most cases, any special roles are purely functional (such as having one group member working at the keyboard), rather than being related to the concepts being studied.

In contrast, our cooperative learning exercises assign specific roles to group members. Some of these roles are used to focus attention on fundamental concepts of computing, key elements of the language, and other important aspects of the topics being learned. Other roles are designed to support the overall functioning of the group. For example, one student may be assigned the role of reporter: keeping notes on the group problem-solving process and reporting on this process during the debriefing phase. Another student may be assigned the role of facilitator: helping the group process stay on track and helping other group members stay in their assigned roles. Roles are rotated from one exercise to the next, so that each group member performs a variety of tasks. Most theories of cooperative learning hold that this division of group responsibilities into roles significantly improves the effectiveness of the learning process [Cohen 1994; Johnson and Johnson 1998; Sharan 1994; Slavin 1995].
3.2. Pair Programming

An educational technique that has elements in common with cooperative learning is pair programming [Williams and Kessler 2002]. In this form of collaboration, two programmers work side by side at one computer. At any particular time, one member of the team (the “driver”) is typing at the computer or writing down a design. The other member (the “navigator”) is actively observing the work of the “driver”, watching for defects, thinking of alternatives, asking questions, etc. The “driver” and “navigator” roles are switched periodically between the two team members.

Pair programming was originally popularized as part of the Extreme Programming software development methodology [Beck 2000]. Research results indicate that pair programmers produce higher-quality code in about half the time, as compared with programmers working alone [Williams 2000; Williams et al. 2002b]. Pair programming techniques have also been found effective for student programmers, leading to improved student learning and satisfaction and reduced frustration [Braught et al. 2008; Hanks 2006; Hanks et al. 2004; McDowell et al. 2002; Mentz et al. 2008; Williams et al. 2002b].

Our cooperative learning exercises use methods similar to pair programming to help students learn about the processes of programming and problem solving. Our exercises, however, lead students through a number of different levels of cooperation. In the early stages, for example, the entire group may be asked to brainstorm together in solving a problem. At a later stage, students work in pairs to solve a problem, and then compare their solutions with those developed by another pair in the group. Still later, other exercises give students the opportunity to work on problems on their own, with consultation from the other group members if needed. We believe that this incremental approach offers even more advantages than strict pair programming. At first, everyone in the group is learning how to approach a programming task. Thus it is useful to have as many different points of view as possible. As their programming and problem-solving skills develop, students progress to working in pairs. Finally they have the chance to build confidence by solving problems individually (still with support from the group).

Including more than two members in a collaborative group also allows us more flexibility in assigning concept-related and process-related roles as discussed previously. Some of the exercises involve a substantial number of roles, which would be more difficult to implement in a strict pair-programming environment.

4. DESIGN OF COOPERATIVE LEARNING MATERIALS FOR CS1

Our educational materials for CS1 consist of 29 cooperative learning experiences. These were initially developed for use with the Java language; they were subsequently translated into C++ by one of our collaborators, Professor Jeff Jackson of Duquesne University.

There are five basic types of activities:

(1) Introductory exercises used during the first few days of class to give an overview of the processes of programming and problem solving;
(2) Activities used to introduce the most fundamental concepts of Java/C++ (variables, objects, methods, etc.);
(3) Programming activities that introduce the syntax and semantics of language constructs, and give students practice in using them to perform simple tasks;
(4) Problem-solving activities that ask students to use previously learned language elements to design and implement solutions to more complex problems;
(5) Specialized testing and debugging experiences. (Testing is an important element of almost all of our cooperative learning activities. However, the exercises in this group are structured to focus special attention on key aspects of this essential skill.)
In most of these activities, specific roles are assigned to each student within a cooperative learning group. Examples of such roles are included in the sample activities described shortly.

In addition to the student-oriented materials, our cooperative learning activities for CS1 also include a comprehensive set of instructor support materials for each exercise. These materials contain a discussion of learning objectives for the exercise, suggestions for introducing the cooperative learning activities, things to watch for during the group processing, and key points to help the instructor plan and conduct an effective debriefing session.

Two recurring problem contexts are used throughout the set of activities: a slightly modified version of the “Karel the Robot” world [Pattis 1995] and a ticket-selling application. The Karel world is intuitive and provides an easy way to introduce important programming concepts early in the course. The ticket-selling application starts as an extremely simple system, and is expanded and made more complex as students learn more advanced programming and problem-solving techniques.

These two recurring contexts provide a familiar environment in which students can practice using newly introduced language concepts and problem-solving techniques. They also provide opportunities for students to recognize similarities between problems, and motivation for the use of more advanced language features. After students have applied newly learned material in a familiar context, the set of activities leads them to apply these same new ideas in other environments.

The remainder of this section briefly describes some sample exercises to illustrate the variety and scope of these cooperative learning activities.

4.1. An Introductory Exercise

The first exercise we describe is used very early in the course, typically in the first week. This problem is set in the Karel the Robot world. Karel starts somewhere inside a closed rectangular room that has one “window” (a glass section of wall), as illustrated in Figure 1. The objective is for Karel to find the window and stop beside it. Students are given a description of an algorithm for doing this; because they do not know any programming languages yet, the algorithm is described in graphical form (similar to a flowchart). According to this algorithm, Karel first moves forward from its starting position until it reaches a wall. Then it turns left and continues along the wall, searching for the window. If it reaches a corner of the room, it turns left and continues searching...
along the next wall. Eventually it reaches a position where the window is on its right and stops.

Figure 2 illustrates a group of students working together to execute this algorithm. The two students shown at the bottom of the figure have different parts of the algorithm description. They pass control between them as specified in the algorithm. They also pass messages to, and receive replies from, a student who is responsible for simulating the operation of the robot (shown at the top of the figure). A fourth student is serving as facilitator, helping to guide the process and making sure that group members stay in their assigned roles. (For example, a student who is executing part of the algorithm is not allowed to look at the position of the robot to see whether or not it can move forward. Instead, he or she must ask the person who is simulating the robot for this information.)

The algorithm the students are given works correctly for the starting situation shown in Figure 1. After students have successfully executed the algorithm for this case, they are told that there are other situations in which it does not work as expected. They are challenged to work together to find some of these situations, and to think about how the algorithm would need to be modified to fix the problems.

One error situation that students typically find is illustrated in Figure 3(a). In this case, the window is located in a corner of the room. Following the algorithm as given, Karel will move forward to the wall and then follow the wall until it reaches the corner as shown. However, the algorithm now causes Karel to turn left and step forward before it checks to see whether it is beside the window. In this situation, the robot will continue to search around the room indefinitely, never finding the window.

Figure 3(b) illustrates a more subtle problem. In this situation, Karel will move forward until it reaches the wall as shown. However, the algorithm will now cause Karel to turn left before it starts checking for the window. For this starting situation, the robot will eventually find the window and stop beside it. However, it will make an extra circuit completely around the room before it does so, probably not the behavior that we would prefer.

This exercise introduces many important concepts, all in the first day or two of class. The robot is a natural and intuitive example of an object: it has state and behavior, and...
the other parts of the program communicate with it by sending messages (essentially invoking instance methods) and receiving replies. The students who are executing different parts of the algorithm pass control among themselves (essentially invoking static methods). As students execute their parts of the algorithm, they are also gaining experience with sequential program execution, decision making, and looping.

Perhaps even more important, the students are beginning to learn higher-level skills that will be very valuable to them as they study programming. They see that a program can work correctly in some situations, but fail in others. They also begin to develop some insight into how to look for problem situations. For example, most groups notice that window positions in the middle of a wall usually lead to similar results. Problems tend to occur in “boundary” situations, such as the window being placed in a corner of the room. This observation can help guide them in testing and debugging when they later encounter other boundary situations in programs.

This exercise also leads to a useful preview of Java syntax. After students have worked with the algorithm expressed in graphical form, they are shown the same algorithm written in Java. Because students are already familiar with how the program works, this helps them to understand what Java statements like “if” and “while” are saying (even though they do not yet know how to write them). This also provides an opportunity for the instructor to introduce terms like “object” and “method” and to point out the syntax for invoking instance methods, for example, statements like karel.move() and karel.turnLeft(). This gives students a preview of things they will study later. It also helps them realize that computer programs can be logical and understandable, allowing them to start the course with a feeling of confidence.

4.2. Exercises Focusing on Basic Concepts of Java

In another early exercise, students work together in groups to simulate the execution of a simple Java program as illustrated in Figure 4. One group member (the variable manager, shown at bottom right) is assigned to keep track of names and contents of variables, using pencil and paper. A second group member (the program reader, shown at bottom left) reads a simple Java program that contains variable declarations and assignment statements, one line at a time, and issues the appropriate instructions to the variable manager.

Other group members are responsible for performing simple I/O operations, when instructed to do so by the program reader. One student acts as facilitator, as described
earlier, monitoring the process and helping the other group members stay in their assigned roles.

The division of roles in this exercise is intended to reflect the underlying process of sequential program execution and the storage and use of variables, thus helping the students to develop their own mental models of the way programs are executed by a computer. A later exercise uses roles in a similar way to develop insight into the implementation and use of objects in a Java program. In that exercise, when an object is created by the program, a student is selected to implement that particular object. Each student keeps track of the values of instance variables and executes constructors and instance methods (from the class definition) as required. Students who are implementing different parts of the program pass messages to one another to simulate the process of method invocation. Variables that contain references to objects are manipulated within the program in order to highlight the differences between these variables and the objects themselves.

4.3. Testing and Debugging Exercises

Many of our CS1 exercises are designed to focus special attention on important aspects of programming and problem solving. For example, one early testing and debugging experience presents students with short problem descriptions and segments of Java code that claim to solve these problems. The students are asked to work as a group to determine whether or not the proposed solutions are correct; if they find errors, they are asked to fix the code so that it does work correctly. The problems are constructed in a way that highlights common misconceptions that students may have as they are learning. This type of exercise helps students develop the skill of looking critically at a piece of code (their own or someone else’s) and analyzing whether or not it works correctly.
Subsequent testing and debugging experiences are designed to help students enhance and refine their skills in this area. For example, one exercise presents students with the description of a ticket-pricing policy, with several different ticket categories and a system of discounts governed by a variety of conditions. Students are asked to devise a set of data that would thoroughly test a program that implements the stated policy. After they have created their test data, they are asked to use it to test several different prewritten versions of the program. All of these prewritten versions contain at least one error; many of our students have been amazed to learn that their test data actually misses several important (and plausible) errors in the code.

4.4. Problem-Solving Exercises
Other cooperative learning experiences are designed to separate and highlight important aspects of programming and problem solving. In early problem-solving exercises, one group of students is presented with a problem description and asked to write Java code to solve it. They then pass their code to another group of students for testing (perhaps exchanging code with a group that is working on a different problem). If errors are found, the code is returned to the writers with a description of the problem that was found (the test case and incorrect output, not a diagnosis of the bug in the code). The writers try to figure out how to fix the problem and send a revised version for further testing. This process repeats until the solution is determined to be correct. It is easy for the person who originally wrote a piece of code to miss seeing an error in it. Separating the code writing and testing operations in this way makes it more likely that errors will be found (serving as learning opportunities).

Later exercises use a similar approach to focus on the use of pseudocode. When an individual student is asked to write pseudocode as the first step in solving a problem, he or she may be tempted to skip that step, or may write something that does not clearly describe the solution of the problem. To avoid this, some of our exercises treat the pseudocode as a separate item. One group of students writes pseudocode to describe a solution to a given problem. The pseudocode is then passed to another group of students for critical examination and review, with a cycle of testing and correction as described before.

5. METHODOLOGY
Our evaluation of the cooperative learning approach, and of our educational materials, consisted of two related studies. Study A included seven different sections of our CS1 course over a period of three semesters. This phase of the research was a between-instructor design, with one instructor using the cooperative learning approach and the other using a more traditional lecture-oriented approach. This was followed by Study B, which included all of our sections of CS1 for the next three semesters. This phase was a within-instructor design, examining the results obtained by an instructor who changed from a lecture-oriented approach to the cooperative learning approach. The methodologies for these two studies are described in the following sections.

5.1. Study A
During each semester of Study A we had at least one cooperative learning section and at least one comparison section. The cooperative learning and comparison sections were of similar sizes, typically between 30 and 70 students. The instructors for the cooperative learning and comparison sections had several prior semesters of experience in teaching CS1.

We took care to avoid introducing bias into the teaching of the cooperative learning and comparison sections. Neither of the instructors had participated in the development of the cooperative learning materials, and neither of them was involved in the project...
in any other way, except for their teaching duties. Neither of the authors of this article had any direct contact with the students in the cooperative learning or comparison sections.

The comparison sections were taught in a traditional lecture-based format, with some time spent on questions and general class discussions. In the cooperative learning sections, students worked in small groups on cooperative learning exercises for 30 to 45 minutes during almost every 75-minute class meeting; the remainder of class time consisted of mini-lectures, administrative topics, and general class discussions. Students in the cooperative learning sections were assigned to cooperative learning groups during the first week of class. Most students remain in the same groups for the duration of the course. However, the instructor monitored overall group functioning, and was able to reassign groups if it appeared that this would improve group interaction. Typically, these reassignments happened after midterm exams were graded. Section 8 of this article describes some of the factors that were considered in group formation.

Students were not randomly assigned to the cooperative learning and comparison sections; they enrolled for the section that best fit their schedules. During each semester, however, the cooperative learning and comparison sections were similar on general measures of academic performance such as GPA and SAT scores. There was also a similar distribution of majors across the various sections, with about 30% of the students in each section majoring in computer science or computer engineering. A total of 232 students were involved, with 91 enrolled in cooperative learning sections and 141 enrolled in comparison sections.

During each semester, the cooperative learning and comparison sections met at different times and had different (although similar) lab assignments and midterm exams. For maximum consistency, our analysis in this research focused on the final exam for the course, which was taken by students from all sections at the same time. The instructors for the various sections collaborated in writing and refining the questions on this final exam. Care was taken to ensure that the exam did not give students from one section any special advantage. For example, none of the exam questions were similar to problems that had been discussed in one section but not in another. The students from all sections received the same sample exams, handouts, and other review materials in preparation for the final exam.

The structure of the final exam was similar during each semester of the study, consisting of three parts. The first part, which accounted for 10% of the overall score, contained multiple-choice questions that focused on simple syntactic and semantic rules. The second part, which accounted for 30% of the overall score, consisted of questions that asked students to read short pieces of Java code and trace their execution (for example, by showing the output that would be generated). The third part (60% of the overall score) contained questions that focused on the process of program writing. Some of the questions in this part asked students to write complete Java methods or short programs, according to specifications given. Other questions asked students to fill in the missing parts of a partially written program or method, or to modify an existing piece of Java code, again according to specifications given in the question.

In order to avoid any possible unconscious bias in grading, we obscured the students’ names and mixed the exam papers from the different sections together before scoring them. The scoring was done by a single individual (one of the authors of this article), not by either of the instructors involved. In order to improve uniformity of scoring, we developed a rubric for assigning credit to answers on free-response questions on the exam. Scores in the rubric were defined according to key elements of each question, for example, whether an appropriate control structure was selected or whether a method header was correctly constructed.
5.2. Study B

Results from Study A showed clear benefits from the cooperative learning approach. (These results are discussed in detail in the following section.) Accordingly, we began teaching all of our sections of CS1 using this approach. We also began a second phase of the research (Study B), which was designed to study the experience of an instructor making the transition to cooperative learning.

Study B focused on the instructor who had taught CS1 in a traditional lecture format during the first three semesters of the project (Study A). We studied the achievement of his students for the next three semesters (now being taught using cooperative learning), comparing their exam scores with the scores of his students from the previous phase.

The overall methodology for this part of the research was very similar to that used previously. We used the same cooperative learning exercises, and students worked in groups on these exercises for 30 to 45 minutes during most 75-minute class periods. The instructor formed and monitored groups using the same criteria, and conducted debriefing sessions following the same guidelines. The final exams had the same overall structure, and were constructed with questions that were as similar as possible to questions that had been used during the first phase of the research. The exams were independently scored for research purposes by the same person as in the first phase, using the same rubrics.

5.3. Threats to Validity

As described earlier, we took a number of precautions to minimize threats to validity in our studies. For example, we were careful to design and administer the final exams so that neither group of students had a special advantage. We scored the exams using a uniform rubric, without knowing which group of students had written each exam paper. We did our best to separate the instructional and research processes, so that the instructors did not have a vested interest in the outcome.

However, there are some threats that we were not able to avoid. Students were self-selected into the cooperative learning and comparison groups, based on which section they chose when registering. It was not practical to randomly assign students to sections, because many of them had class or work schedules that would have created conflicts. The only way to allow random assignment would have been to schedule all of our CS1 sections at the same time. This was not considered academically feasible, because it would have prevented some students from taking the course.

We checked for possible differences in the groups of students being studied, using a t-test to compare overall GPA and SAT scores. For Study A, we compared the various sections that were being offered during each semester. We also compared the aggregated groups (including all three semesters) that were used in our analyses of results in Study A and Study B. There were no statistically significant differences in any of these comparisons; however, we cannot rule out the possibility that other factors might have influenced the results.

A more serious threat to validity arises from the use of different instructors in Study A. We do not have data to compare the performance of the instructors prior to the start of our research. It is quite possible that there were inherent differences in teaching style or instructional skills that affected the results of Study A. In fact, there are indications that point in this direction (as discussed in Section 7 later).

We might have been able to avoid this threat by having cooperative learning and comparison sections taught by the same instructor. However, this was not practical because of the instructors’ other teaching commitments. Having the same instructor teach using two different styles would also have introduced a different possible source of bias.

The two-instructor threat to validity does not exist in Study B. However, it is still possible that the results of Study B were affected by characteristics of the particular
Table I. Cooperative vs Lecture, Study A (Different instructors, First 3 Semesters)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgroup</th>
<th>Achievement on the Entire Final Exam</th>
<th>Achievement on Program Writing Part of Exam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coop.-Learning Sections Mean (SD), N</td>
<td>Comparison Sections Mean (SD), N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Students</td>
<td>72.2 (18.6), 92</td>
<td>56.8 (19.2), 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science Major</td>
<td>73.1 (20.9), 22</td>
<td>57.8 (21.2), 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math/Science Major</td>
<td>73.9 (18.3), 39</td>
<td>56.1 (18.7), 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Science Major</td>
<td>69.6 (17.6), 31</td>
<td>56.4 (17.8), 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>77.3 (14.5), 40</td>
<td>58.4 (15.7), 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-European American</td>
<td>68.4 (20.5), 52</td>
<td>55.9 (21.0), 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>68.9 (16.0), 27</td>
<td>56.4 (16.4), 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>73.6 (19.5), 65</td>
<td>57.0 (20.3), 101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

instructor involved. A comparison of the results of Studies A and B (see Section 7) offers some insights into this question, as well as raising questions that could be addressed by future research.

6. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

As previously described, the initial phase of our research (Study A) spanned three semesters. During each semester, we had at least one traditional section (taught by Instructor 2) and at least one cooperative learning section (taught by Instructor 1). In our analyses, we compared the final exam scores achieved by students in these two types of sections.

In addition to the overall exam scores, we also compared the scores on the third part of the exam (the part that focused on program writing). The questions in the first two parts of the exam dealt with facts and mechanical skills such as code tracing. In contrast, this third part was designed to test higher-level cognitive skills in program design and synthesis. Educational theory suggests that cooperative learning may be especially effective in developing these kinds of skills.

We conducted a preliminary analysis of our data to verify the assumptions for the use of parametric statistics. Levene’s test for equality of variances did not show statistically significant differences for any of the comparisons (all p’s > 0.1). Skewness and kurtosis were between −1.0 and +1.0 for all subsamples being compared. Tests of normality indicated that each sample was not significantly different from a normal distribution. Accordingly, we used multivariate ANOVA and associated t-tests for the comparisons in our analysis.

As Table I of associated t-tests shows, our analyses in Study A found that cooperative learning sections taught by Instructor 1 performed statistically significantly better on the final exam than traditional sections taught by Instructor 2. The MANOVA detected statistically significant effects of instructional section, F(2, 589) = 7.5, p < .001; this effect was statistically significant for the entire final exam, F(1, 4854) = 11.7, p < .001, partial eta² = .019, as well as for the program-writing part of the exam, F(1, 107) = 15.1, p < .001, partial eta² = .025. We detected a similar differential in performance by all subgroups, including males, females, various majors (computer science, mathematics...
Table II. Cooperative vs Lecture, Study B (Same Instructor, First 3 Semesters vs Second 3 Semesters)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgroup</th>
<th>Achievement on the Entire Final Exam</th>
<th></th>
<th>Achievement on Program Writing Part of Exam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coop.-Learning Sections Mean (SD), N</td>
<td></td>
<td>Coop.-Learning Sections Mean (SD), N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison Sections Mean (SD), N</td>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison Sections Mean (SD), N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Students</td>
<td>59.0 (20.0), 269</td>
<td></td>
<td>55.2 (25.6), 269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.8 (19.2), 141</td>
<td></td>
<td>48.9 (33.3), 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science Major</td>
<td>58.6 (19.6), 97</td>
<td></td>
<td>56.4 (24.5), 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>57.8 (21.2), 50</td>
<td></td>
<td>54.5 (34.7), 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math/Science Major</td>
<td>63.06 (19.7), 78</td>
<td></td>
<td>59.5 (24.6), 78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.1 (18.7), 40</td>
<td></td>
<td>47.5 (32.4), 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Science Major</td>
<td>55.8 (20.2), 94</td>
<td></td>
<td>50.4 (26.9), 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.4 (17.8), 51</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.5 (32.4), 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>63.4 (21.6), 89</td>
<td></td>
<td>58.6 (27.2), 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58.4 (15.7), 52</td>
<td></td>
<td>45.8 (29.6), 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-European American</td>
<td>56.8 (18.8), 180</td>
<td></td>
<td>53.5 (24.6), 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55.9 (21.0), 89</td>
<td></td>
<td>50.7 (35.3), 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>54.4 (19.2), 74</td>
<td></td>
<td>50.2 (23.9), 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.4 (16.4), 40</td>
<td></td>
<td>47.4 (31.3), 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>60.7 (20.1), 195</td>
<td></td>
<td>57.1 (26.0), 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>57.0 (20.3), 101</td>
<td></td>
<td>49.5 (34.2), 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and science, as well as nonscience), and different ethnic groups (European Americans and non-European Americans).

In addition, Instructor 1's cooperative learning sections in Study A performed better than Instructor 2's traditional sections on "program writing" items in the third part of the exam. Likewise, all subgroups, except for students with computer science majors, demonstrated similar differences, with cooperative learning sections performing better than traditional sections (see Table I).

In Study B, we compared the scores achieved by Instructor 2's students during the last three semesters (using cooperative learning) with scores from Instructor 2's traditional sections during the first three semesters. The MANOVA detected statistically significant effects of instructional section, $F(2, 407) = 3.9, p < .05$; on the entire final exam differences were not statistically significant, but were statistically significant on the program-writing part of the exam, $F(1, 30) = 4.6, p < .05$, partial $\eta^2 = .011$. These differences were also detected in associated t-tests for a number of subgroups, including math/science majors, European Americans, and males (see Table II).

As we were scoring the exams, we noticed that students in cooperative learning sections seemed to leave far fewer questions blank, especially on the program-writing part of the exam. We believe that this is important because it indicates a difference between the two groups of students in self-efficacy (the perception of their own ability to solve programming problems). Cooperative learning has been found to improve students' self-efficacy in other disciplines [Penci and Scheel 2005]. Studies have also found that self-efficacy is correlated with variables such as interest in the subject and persistence in scientific and technical majors [Lent et al. 1987].

We also believe that the number of questions attempted is an indicator of problem-solving potential that goes beyond the scores achieved on an exam. A student who makes an attempt to solve a problem—even if that attempt is not correct—may be able to use his or her testing and debugging skills to arrive at a correct solution. On the other hand, a student who is unable even to attempt an initial solution has very little hope of solving the problem.

To investigate this question further, we examined the proportion of students from the various sections who left at least half of the program-writing questions blank (not even attempting an answer to them). As Table III shows, substantially fewer students from the cooperative learning sections during the first three semesters fell into this no-response category, as compared with traditional lecture sections. The difference
between sections was statistically significant overall; this difference also appeared in every subgroup shown in the table, although many of the subgroup differences are not significant because of the smaller numbers involved.

Table IV shows the results of the same analysis, comparing Instructor 2’s cooperative learning sections (in the last three semesters) with his lecture sections (in the first three semesters). Again, there were far fewer students in the no-response category for the cooperative learning sections. These differences were statistically significant overall, and also for all of the subgroups except females.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the first phase of our research (Study A), we compared sections of CS1 taught during the same semester using two different approaches: cooperative learning (taught by Instructor 1), and a traditional lecture-based approach (taught by Instructor 2). The data and analyses in Table I indicate a clear benefit for the cooperative learning approach (as implemented by Instructor 1), with statistically significant improvements in performance across a broad range of students.

For the second phase of the research (Study B), Instructor 2 changed to the cooperative learning approach. His students also improved in performance as compared with his previous lecture-based sections (Table II). The amount of improvement overall was not as great as for Instructor 1’s students using cooperative learning, with most results not being significant. In fact, we found statistically significant differences between Instructor 1’s cooperative learning students (in Study A) and Instructor 2’s
cooperative learning students (in Study B). This suggests that at least part of the improvement observed in Study A was due to the difference in instructors.

However, Table II does show statistically significant improvements for Instructor 2’s students on the program-writing part of the exam, which required students to apply higher-level cognitive skills. We also note that Instructor 2’s students improved significantly in the number of program-writing questions they attempted to answer (Table IV). This suggests that the cooperative learning experience helped them to develop a higher level of confidence in their own problem-solving abilities. Thus, we conclude that the cooperative learning approach was also effective for Instructor 2, although apparently to a lesser degree than for Instructor 1.

We can think of several possible explanations for this difference between instructors. Instructor 1 had taught CS1 using cooperative learning as part of a pilot study, which occurred before the research reported in this article. On the other hand, Instructor 2 was using cooperative learning for the first time during the beginning of phase 2 of our research. We provided training and consultation to both instructors when they were using the cooperative learning approach. However, this consultation was more detailed and extensive during the first phase of the research (with Instructor 1) than during the second phase (with Instructor 2). It is also possible that cooperative learning was a better match for the personality and natural teaching style of Instructor 1.

Regardless of these factors, however, it seems clear that students in both instructors’ classes benefited from the cooperative learning approach. We believe that it would be useful to conduct further studies focusing on instructor-related factors that influence the outcomes obtained from cooperative learning.

One aspect of the analysis that deserves special comment is the relatively low frequency of statistically significant results for computer science majors (see Tables I, II, and III). In each case, computer science majors performed better with the cooperative learning approach. The improvement, however, was smaller than for most other subgroups, and often fell short of statistical significance. We believe that this is at least partially due to the composition of our classes. In a typical semester, fewer than one-third of our CS1 students are CS majors. These students have a special interest in programming, and perhaps also a special aptitude or experience. However, because of the diversity of the student population, the classes may not be taught at a pace that stretches these students’ abilities. We would expect to see more statistically significant results for computer science majors in classes that are designed to move at a faster pace.

As previously discussed, several studies of cooperative learning have found particular benefits for students from underrepresented minority groups. However, many of our results for non-European American and female students were not statistically significant (see Tables II, III, and IV). Some of this lack of significance is probably due to the small numbers of students in these subgroups. However, we also observe that the overall improvement in average score tends to be smaller for these students than for students in the European American and male majorities.

We note that the amount of improvement for non-European American and female students was larger for Instructor 1’s cooperative learning sections than it was for Instructor 2’s sections. (Compare the values shown for cooperative learning groups in Tables I and II.) This may have been in part because Instructor 1 was more experienced, and perhaps more skilled, in managing the cooperative learning process. We believe that this is an issue that deserves further research.

8. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

The cooperative learning activities described in this article are designed so that they can be used in a variety of different sequences, according to the instructor’s preference. We would be glad to share all of our materials with anyone who may be interested in

using or adapting them for use in the classroom. We would also gladly provide training and consultation, and help in any other way we can. Please contact one of the authors if you are interested in this possibility.

We also recognize that some instructors may prefer to develop cooperative learning materials for their own particular educational environment, perhaps following an approach similar to the one described here. Regardless of the specific materials used, there are common questions and issues that are worth considering. Students’ engagement in high-level verbal interactions and establishing cognitive perturbation in small groups is dependent on their feeling comfort in expressing thoughts in a small group of peers. This section focuses on factors that influence high-level verbal participation and comfort in peer interactions.

8.1. Group Formation

Research suggests that group composition by relevant ability level has an influence on learning outcomes [Webb 1991, 2009]. For example, relevant abilities on a computer programming task, in addition to including actual programming skills, also include ability to solve logical and mathematical problems. A proxy for such abilities would be prior experience in programming as well as course grades in relevant subjects. In particular, relatively high- and low-ability students benefit when placed in a group together. The same research, however, suggests that when relatively low-, medium-, and high-ability students are placed in the same group, the relatively medium-level students do not gain as much from the interaction as do other group members. Webb [1991] found that medium-level students tend to benefit from being a part of homogeneous groups where all members are of relatively medium ability. That finding can be related to Webb’s [1991] and, subsequently, Veenman et al.’s [2005] reporting that the benefits of group work come primarily from giving explanations and receiving prompt answers to questions. In heterogeneous groups the high-level students are more likely to provide explanations while the low-level students are more likely to receive prompt responses from high-level students. The medium-level students within heterogeneous groups are less likely to participate verbally because the high-level student is more likely to provide the majority of the explanations. Medium-level students, however, seem to prosper the most in homogeneous groups where they can participate verbally by grappling with issues and coconstructing solutions to complex problems.

Research suggests that groups with sole females or sole males perform worse than those that include more than one member from each gender [Sormunen-Jones et al. 2000]. There is also evidence that unequal distribution of males and females in groups may impair performance of female participants in comparison with groups that include an equal number of males and females [Webb 1984]. Similarly, research argues against forming groups that include only one member whose ethnicity is different from the other group members [Webb et al. 1997]. These findings stem from a theoretical perspective that gender and ethnicity are general status characteristics on which group members base expectations for participation and quality of contributions to the group work [Cohen et al. 2002; Webster and Rashotte 2010]. The implication of these findings for classes where there are unequal distributions of genders and ethnicities is that some groups would be homogeneous by the gender or ethnicity that is overrepresented.

8.2. Monitoring and Adjusting Group Composition

As previously noted, the quality of learning in groups is ultimately based on the level of interaction among all group members [Nussbaum 2008]. Therefore, while initial grouping should be based on the theoretical notions presented earlier, instructors should monitor group performance and interactions and adjust group composition to maximize quality participation for all students.
In determining the quality of group interactions, the first step should be to evaluate the overall level of group performance. In a small classroom, an instructor may be able to observe each group and determine the extent to which each group is discussing issues pertinent to skills necessary to solve the problem at hand. In a large classroom, however, an instructor would need to require groups, and possibly each student, to record their process of problem solving in a systematic way. These notes can then be used to evaluate the quality of each group’s problem solving.

Once the instructor has determined which groups may have lower levels of quality discourse, she or he should observe those groups more carefully to determine what may be causing lower performance. Does the group not have the necessary skills to solve the problems and needs a member with relatively high ability? Is the group misreading the directions and going astray in their problem solving? Are some students not getting along to the extent that they cannot work together? Are some students being left out of the conversation? Are some students choosing to stay out of the conversation?

The intervention could be to instruct the group and help them develop group norms that will improve the level of discourse (see next section). Alternatively, it may be necessary to adjust the groups. Once you get to know your students, you should be able to place higher-ability students in groups where previously students did not have the prerequisite skills to solve problems. Likewise, you should also be able to determine which students are more patient in working with a student who was not able to get along in another group. If possible, all adjustments should be made simultaneously to avoid singling out any students. It is important to note that adjustment of group composition may decrease the performance of some groups who have lost a higher-ability student or have gained a student who has trouble getting along with others. These are opportunity costs that are associated with the difficult job of the instructor to establish and maintain the overall quality of instruction within the class.

### 8.3. Influence of Group Norms on High-Level Interaction

Educational researchers have investigated the types of verbal interactions that are most likely to facilitate learning in collaborative groups [Cohen 1994; Webb and Palincsar 1996]. For example, Webb [1991, 2009] reports that verbal interactions in the form of elaborated explanations facilitate learning for group members who actually give the explanations. In addition, Webb [1991] found that students who receive prompt answers to their questions tend to improve their individual performance, while students whose questions are ignored tend to show a decline in individual performance. Therefore, it is necessary for instructors to explicitly foster and nurture elaborated explanations, questioning, and prompt responses to questions as norms within collaborative groups [Veenman et al. 2005]. This can be done by instructors’ directly informing the whole class as to the types of discourse that are expected while working in groups, having students participate in mock scenarios that highlight the importance of these types of group interactions, and directing individual groups toward these types of participations during actual problem-solving tasks.

As the instructor evaluates groups, even those that seem to be performing well overall, they may notice that some students “loaf” without having to do any work [Webb and Palincsar 1996]. In that situation, the “loafer” does not learn from the group project, and the student who initially does all the work may stop working because she or he feels like a “sucker” [Webb and Palincsar 1996]. The “loafer” and “sucker” effects are most common when the entire task can, in fact, be accomplished by a single group member. To address this issue of higher-level students doing the work for the low-level students, the instructor should work to establish and maintain group norms that encourage each group member to be responsible for particular roles within collaborative groups [Cohen and Lotan 1995].
When developing classroom norms, it is important for teachers to keep in mind classroom culture as well as the societal culture of students while emphasizing equity in high-level verbal interactions. For example, Lewis [1997] reports that giving power in collaborative groups to students with higher status (in the study, status was based on grade level and verbal ability) supports a classroom culture in which the opinions of unempowered students are devalued. Such classroom norms do little to deemphasize students’ preexisting expectations of each other and, in effect, may strengthen those expectations. In light of this, instructors should establish and regularly rotate the role of facilitator, often seen as the most powerful role in the group [Esmonde 2009]. More importantly, however, instructors should help groups develop norms whereby students ask each other questions in order to promote higher participation of all group members and not “boss” each other around. For example, instead of facilitators commanding group members to “do your job,” they or any other group member may ask a group member who is perceived as not participating what he or she thinks about a particular idea or for their way of solving an aspect of the problem. Ultimately, instructors should attempt to establish norms that promote an equitable environment in which all students have opportunities to participate in high-level verbal interactions.
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